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Editorial

Clinical Research on Foot and Ankle is an academic peer-reviewed international journal that publishes articles on a wide range of fields related to foot surgery, sports medicine, Achilles heels problem, different techniques of physical therapies, wound management and healing procedure, and other medical issues related to ankle care. The previous issue Volume 4, Issue 2 of the Journal published five research articles and two case reports.

Madadi et al. [1] in their research article conducted a systematic review of attaining better knowledge on the usefulness of different imaging modalities in the diagnosis of calcaneal fracture. Authors concluded that literature on evaluating different imaging modalities was completely lacking or very limited. They further talked about the limitations of their study, saying that their study could not muster enough support to establish the advantage of one modality over the other. In the research article Amaha et al. [2] assessed anterolateral ankle pain in two distinct areas by using computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) with arthroscopic examination. Authors concluded that scar tissue formation due to inadequate care and the presence of microinstability might be the etiologic factors associated with abnormal findings.

Matsubara et al. [3] in their studies investigated the relationship between Toe grip strength (TGS) and hallux valgus angle (HVA) in children. Authors found that HVA is greater in girls when compared with boys whereas in girls, weak TGS correlates with hallux valgus. Authors suggested that strengthening TGS would prevent the onset of hallux valgus and help in the development of good foot posture.

Howard et al. [4] study tried to enhance the patient comprehension of communication materials, specifically such as information leaflets for obtaining consent to elective ankle and foot surgery. Authors concluded that personalized letters are effective as low-cost boost to patient's knowledge on foot and ankle pathology and treatment. Roukis [5] described the deformities associated with the total Ankle Replacement surgery while Stone et al. [6] reported Non-Healing Wounds associated with Klippel-Trenaunay Weber Syndrome in a patient, Cancelliere [7] discussed the Tibial Deformity affecting the Ankle and Foot.
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